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Phil Madsen
Dancing On The Moon

E-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
B-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
G-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
D-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
Aâ€”2h4-4-4-4-4-|-2h4-4-4-4-4-|-2h4-4-4-4-4-|-------------|
E-------------|-------------|-------------|-2-----------|
           (Play through 12 times then into F#m)

F#m
i m flying high want somewhere to go 
F#m
i drive a real fast car but i drive it too slow 

Bm     F#m
i see her  i want her
F#m

i fasten tight try to look composed   

F#m
when she s standing near i feel exposed
Bm           F#m
can t touch her but i want her

 
     A   E   D
let s fly away in my satellite 
     A   E   Bm
see the world fall below 
     A   E   D
fighting gravity see what it s like    
     A   E   Bm
who knows where we ll go  

                               F#m
dancing on the moon
  F#m
so the cool in me finally made the move
F#m
bounced right on over she wanted to groove



Bm             F#m
she touched me oh she teased me   
F#m
wanna be a cool guy try to play my guitar 
F#m

it s just a little hard to be a star
Bm       F#m

i need her oh i please her

     A   E   D
let s fly away in my satellite 

     A   E   Bm
see the world fall below 
     A   E   D
fighting gravity see what it s like    
     A   E   Bm
who knows where we ll go  

                                F#m
dancing on the moon
  
(Play Intro Riff after this part and then after that into a soft version
 of the chorus working up to a normal version of the chorus)

 

    A   E   D
let s fly away in my satellite 

     A   E   Bm
see the world fall below 
     A   E   D
fighting gravity see what it s like    
     A   E   Bm
who knows where we ll go  

     A   E   D
let s fly away in my satellite 

     A   E   Bm
see the world fall below 
     A   E   D
fighting gravity see what it s like    
     A   E   Bm
who knows where we ll go  



                                F#m
dancing on the moonâ€¦.
dancing on the moonâ€¦.
dancing on the moonâ€¦â€¦â€¦
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